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This thesis deals with evaluation of inflation targeting regime. First part is focused on 
the theoretical and empirical analysis of the determinants of inflation targets. Second 
part discusses the current challanges for inflation targeting regime especially those 
related to current global financial crisis. 
 
I have to say that especially the first part of the thesis presents highly original 
contribution to central banking literature. It is true that monetary policy transparency 
has increased substantially over the course of last 20 years, but central banks do not 
say a lot how they choose one of the most important parameters of their policy – 
inflation target.  
 
We learn a lot from Jakub‘s thesis. The level of inflation target is driven by current 
underlying inflation as well as the degree of economic activity. More interestingly, 
central bank institutional setup matters, too. Less independent and less credible 
central banks exhibit higher targets. Government party orientation influences the level 
of inflation target in countries with less independent central bank. I am quite happy to 
see the research on how institutions matter (to be honest I often hear from some of 
my collegues at the Institute that institutions matter, but I strongly believe that our job 
is to show how they matter). Jakub does a fine job in this respect linking the 
monetary literature with institutional economics literature.  
 
I believe that the revised version is publishable in respectable foreign refereed 
journal. I also believe that the shortened version of this part may draw some attention 
in student‘s competitions such as Mlady Ekonom. I definitively suggest that Jakub 
should be awarded the honor of the Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences for 
excellent MA Thesis. I would also urge IES faculty to promote Jakub’s research and 
consider his thesis also for University-wide awards. 
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EXPLANATION OF CATEGORIES AND SCALE: 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW: The thesis demonstrates author’s full understanding and command of recent literature. 
The author quotes relevant literature in a proper way. 
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
20  10  0  
 
 
METHODS: The tools used are relevant to the research question being investigated, and adequate to the author’s 
level of studies. The thesis topic is comprehensively analyzed.  
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
30  15  0  
 
 
CONTRIBUTION:  The author presents original ideas on the topic demonstrating critical thinking and ability to 
draw conclusions based on the knowledge of relevant theory and empirics. There is a distinct value added of the 
thesis. 
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
30  15  0  
 
 

MANUSCRIPT FORM: The thesis is well structured. The student uses appropriate language and style, including 
academic format for graphs and tables. The text effectively refers to graphs and tables and disposes with a 
complete bibliography. 
  
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
20  10  0  
 
 
Overall grading: 
 

TOTAL POINTS GRADE   
81 – 100 1 = excellent = výborně 
61 – 80 2 = good = velmi dobře 
41 – 60 3 = satisfactory = dobře 
0 – 40 4 = fail = nedoporučuji k obhajobě 
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The thesis is a voluminous work on pension reforms, with 80 pages of a descriptive survey, 18 pages 
of analytical work, and 20 pages of data annex. There is very little to say to Chapters 1-3, which 
essentially introduce into pension systems, following established sources (chiefly OECD 2005). The 
main work that really corresponds to requirements put on Master thesis is concentrated in Chapter 4.   
 

The thrust of Chapter 4 is a principal component analysis of 48 qualitative and quantitative variables 
on a sample of 23 EU countries. The approach is definitely legitimate, but I have the following 
concerns: 
• Much of the description of the methods remains unexplained. Why is MTV (maximizing total 

variance) method selected? (On p. 84, you say that it is closer to the standard technique, so 
interpretation is easier – why?) How does B-spline optimal scaling of qualitative data actually 
work? Why is it selected?  

• Data: I am not happy with mechanically mixing policy variables, demographic variables, and 
changes in variables (reforms). This is clearly a mix of dependent and independent variables. In 
principal component analysis, the components represent best-fitting linear models of relationship 
such that the models are linearly independent. Unless you are sure that your underlying linear 
models are good, including dependent variables is not innocent, because thereby you include 
spurious regressions. 

• Importantly, this type of analysis cannot be used for policy analysis (note scarce attempts to 
make a policy judgment, as on the end of page 91). This is because the analysis gives almost no 
indication of robustness of the underlying relationships.  

 

A 5-page-long conclusion is unsatisfactory. It’s too long and does not give clear answers to questions 
in the introduction. To provide new and moreover ad hoc information is absolutely forbidden in a 
conclusion (see 2006 EC report on p. 100). It is too little for me to get that you find a five-pillar system 
(as advocated by the World Bank) reasonable and efficient (p. 100), if you have no analysis on that 
point.  
 

Sugested question for the defense is: 
• “In the space of the two principal components, can we observe convergence of divergence of 

the pension systems?”  
 

In the case of successful defense, I recommend “velmi dobře” (good, 2). 
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CATEGORY POINTS 
Literature                     (max. 20 points) 16 

Methods                      (max. 30 points) 23 

Contribution                 (max. 30 points) 18 

Manuscript Form         (max. 20 points) 17 
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GRADE                          (1 – 2 – 3 – 4) 2 
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